2648 Pathophysiology In acute Bell’s palsy, there is inflammation of the
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facial nerve with mononuclear cells, consistent with an infectious or
immune cause. Herpes simplex virus (HSV) type 1 DNA was frequently detected in endoneurial fluid and posterior auricular muscle,
suggesting that a reactivation of this virus in the geniculate ganglion
may be responsible for most cases. Reactivation of varicella-zoster
virus is associated with Bell’s palsy in up to one-third of cases and may
represent the second most frequent cause. A variety of other viruses
have also been implicated less commonly. An increased incidence of
Bell’s palsy was also reported among recipients of inactivated intranasal influenza vaccine, and it was hypothesized that this could have
resulted from the Escherichia coli enterotoxin used as adjuvant or
reactivation of latent virus.
Differential Diagnosis There are many other causes of acute facial palsy
that must be considered in the differential diagnosis of Bell’s palsy.
Lyme disease can cause unilateral or bilateral facial palsies; in endemic
areas, 10% or more of cases of facial palsy are likely due to infection
with Borrelia burgdorferi (Chap. 210). The Ramsay Hunt syndrome,
caused by reactivation of herpes zoster in the geniculate ganglion, consists of a severe facial palsy associated with a vesicular eruption in the
external auditory canal and sometimes in the pharynx and other parts
of the cranial integument; often the eighth cranial nerve is affected as
well. Facial palsy that is often bilateral occurs in sarcoidosis (Chap.
390) and in Guillain-Barré syndrome (Chap. 460). Leprosy frequently
involves the facial nerve, and facial neuropathy may also occur in
diabetes mellitus, connective tissue diseases including Sjögren’s syndrome, and amyloidosis. The rare Melkersson-Rosenthal syndrome
consists of recurrent facial paralysis; recurrent—and eventually permanent—facial (particularly labial) edema; and, less constantly, plication
of the tongue. Its cause is unknown. Acoustic neuromas frequently
involve the facial nerve by local compression. Infarcts, demyelinating
lesions of MS, and tumors are the common pontine lesions that interrupt the facial nerve fibers; other signs of brainstem involvement are
usually present. Tumors that invade the temporal bone (carotid body,
cholesteatoma, dermoid) may produce a facial palsy, but the onset is
insidious and the course progressive.
All these forms of nuclear or peripheral facial palsy must be distinguished from the supranuclear type. In the latter, the frontalis and
orbicularis oculi muscles of the forehead are involved less than those of
the lower part of the face, since the upper facial muscles are innervated
by corticobulbar pathways from both motor cortices, whereas the
lower facial muscles are innervated only by the opposite hemisphere.
In supranuclear lesions, there may be a dissociation of emotional and
voluntary facial movements, and often some degree of paralysis of the
arm and leg or an aphasia (in dominant hemisphere lesions) is present.

Laboratory Evaluation The diagnosis of Bell’s palsy can usually be
made clinically in patients with (1) a typical presentation, (2) no risk
factors or preexisting symptoms for other causes of facial paralysis,
(3) absence of cutaneous lesions of herpes zoster in the external ear
canal, and (4) a normal neurologic examination with the exception of
the facial nerve. Particular attention to the eighth cranial nerve, which
courses near to the facial nerve in the pontomedullary junction and in
the temporal bone, and to other cranial nerves is essential. In atypical
or uncertain cases, an ESR, testing for diabetes mellitus, a Lyme titer,
angiotensin-converting enzyme and chest imaging studies for possible
sarcoidosis, a lumbar puncture for possible Guillain-Barré syndrome,
or MRI scanning may be indicated. MRI often shows swelling and
enhancement of the facial nerve in idiopathic Bell’s palsy (Fig. 455-3).
TREATMENT	

Bell’s Palsy

Symptomatic measures include (1) the use of paper tape to depress
the upper eyelid during sleep and prevent corneal drying, and (2)
massage of the weakened muscles. A course of glucocorticoids,
given as prednisone 60–80 mg daily during the first 5 days and then
tapered over the next 5 days, modestly shortens the recovery period
and improves the functional outcome. Although large and wellcontrolled randomized trials found no added benefit of the antiviral
agents valacyclovir (1000 mg daily for 5–7 days) or acyclovir (400
mg five times daily for 10 days) compared to glucocorticoids alone,
some earlier data suggested that combination therapy with prednisone plus valacyclovir might be marginally better than prednisolone
alone, especially in patients with severe clinical presentations. For
patients with permanent paralysis from Bell’s palsy, a number of
cosmetic surgical procedures have been used to restore a relatively
symmetric appearance to the face.
OTHER MOTOR DISORDERS OF THE FACE
Hemifacial spasm consists of painless irregular involuntary contractions on one side of the face. Most cases appear related to vascular
compression of the exiting facial nerve in the pons. Other cases
develop as a sequela to Bell’s palsy or are secondary to compression
and/or demyelination of the nerve by tumor, infection, or MS. Mild
cases can be treated with carbamazepine, gabapentin, or, if these drugs
fail, baclofen. Local injections of botulinum toxin into affected muscles
can relieve spasms for 3–4 months, and the injections can be repeated.
Refractory cases due to vascular compression usually respond to surgical decompression of the facial nerve. Blepharospasm is an involuntary
recurrent spasm of both eyelids that usually occurs in elderly persons
as an isolated phenomenon or with varying degrees of spasm of other

Figure 455-3 Axial and coronal T1-weighted images after gadolinium with fat suppression demonstrate diffuse smooth linear enhancement of the left facial nerve, involving the genu, tympanic, and mastoid segments within the temporal bone (arrows), without evidence of mass
lesion. Although highly suggestive of Bell’s palsy, similar findings may be seen with other etiologies such as Lyme disease, sarcoidosis, and perineural malignant spread.
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